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Abstract. This paper presents proposes a critical conduction analyze of buck resonant DC-toDC power converter. The proposed cell consists of a main switch, with ZVS switching
characteristics. The power converter control is realized by the PWM technique, with constant
switching frequency operation. The complete operation principles, theoretical analysis, relevant
equations, theoretical analysis, simulation results for the buck converter are presented because
both the active switch and the diode have soft switching operation by the resonance between
the switch parasitic capacitors and the filter inductor. And, the turn-off switching loss of the
active switch is reduced by the decrease of the turn-off current. In addition, tapped-inductor
changes the conduction operation, which makes some advantageous conditions that diminish
the conduction loss and device stresses
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1. Modelation of buck converter
In this circuit the transistor is modeled by the ideal switch K, diode D1 and
capacitor Cr in parallel and the inductance Lr. The diode D1 is turning on only voltage
across capacitor Cr is negative. For a good understanding of model the differentials
equations that describe circuit are grouped in four cases. Those cases are implemented
in MathLab. Variable are currents through inductor and voltage across capacitors. GUI
interface was made in two cases, with D1 in parallel and without D1. First case is
selected by a button called half-wave mode in this interface. Second case is calculated
if we select full-wave mode. All calculations were made in steady-state and transient
mode by resolving differential equations attached. In figure 1 is presented a schematic
buck resonant converter.

Fig. 1: Buck resonant converter
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For a good understanding stage in simulation in one period are four stages
characterized by transistor and diode D. The stages are similar with a simple
observation. In absence of diode D1 (full wave – mode) voltage across capacitor Cr
have negative values. Transistor is substituted with the switch K and the stages are
shown below: a. Switch K ON diode D OFF b. Switch K OFF diode D OFF c.
Switch K OFF diode D ON d. Switch K ON diode D ON
A. Switch K ON diode D OFF. To analyze the voltages of this circuit let us
consider the switch K ON and diode D is turned OFF. Equivalent circuit is shown
below

Fig. 2: Buck resonant converter with switch K ON and diode D OFF
For steady state operation at the start, the current through inductances Lr and
Lc is zero and to get a simple relation between voltages we assume no voltage drop
across capacitors.

uCr = u = 0 iLr = iL = 0

(11)

The differentials equations in this case are

duCr
=0
dt

(12)

diLr
E −u
=
dt
Lr + Lc

(13)

du 1
u
diL
E −u
=
(iL − ) (15)
=
(14)
dt Co
R
dt Lr + Lc
diL
From (15) after derivation and substitute dt from (14) result a second order
differential equation:
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C o ( Lr + Lc )

d 2u
( L r + L c ) du
+
+u = E
2
dt
dt
R

(16)

du
Similar from (14) after derivation and substitute dt from (15) and combined with
(13) result a second order differential equation:

C o ( Lr + Lc )

( L r + L c ) di L
d 2 ir
E
+
+ iL =
2
dt
R
dt
R

(17)

B. Switch K OFF diode D OFF. To analyze the voltages of this circuit let us
consider the switch K OFF and diode D is turned OFF. Equivalent circuit is shown
below:

Fig. 3: Buck resonant converter with switch K OFF and diode D OFF
For steady state operation at the start, the current through inductances Lr and
Lc is equal and to get a simple relation between voltages we assume no voltage drop
across capacitor Cr.

uCr = 0 ; iLr = iL =

E
t
Lr + Lc

same type like (11)

The differentials equations in this case are:

duCr diL
=
(18)
dt
Cr

diLr E − uCr − u
=
(19)
dt
Lr + Lc
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du 1
u
=
(iL − )
dt Co
R

diL E − uCr − u
(20)
=
dt
Lr + Lc

(21)

To get a relation between voltages and diode voltage we assume no voltage
drop across capacitor Cr and diode while ON and a perfect switch change. The voltage
across diode D

ud =

ELc − uCr Lc + uLr ( E − uCr ) Lc + uLr
=
Lr + Lc
Lr + Lc

(22)

After a time this voltage fall to zero and diode is turn on. Because value of Lr
is neglijable compared with Lc we assume that product u*Lr is zero. Time after diode
turn on are approximate from (22) when ud >0.

ud =

( E − uCr ) Lc + uLr ( E − uCr ) Lc
≈
>0
Lr + Lc
Lr + Lc

result

uCr > E

(23)

C. Switch K OFF diode D ON. To analyze the voltages of this circuit let us consider
the switch K OFF and diode D is turned ON. Equivalent circuit is shown below:

Fig. 4: Buck resonant converter with switch K OFF and diode D ON
For steady state operation at the start, the current through inductance Lr is
equal with current across Lc and to get a simple relation between voltages we assume
no voltage drop across diode D. After diode D is ON current across Lr is different like
current across Lc. At the moment when D is ON voltage across Cr is very close to E.
Initial condition at this state

ud = 0

iLr = iL

uCr ≈ E

this case are
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duCr iL
=
dt
Cr
diL − u
=
dt
Lc

(24)

diLr E − uCr
=
dt
Lr + Lc

(25)

(26)

du 1
u
=
(iL − )
dt Co
R

(27)

Form (24) and (25) after derivate and substitute we obtain next equations:

d 2 i Lr
Lr C r
+ i Lr = 0
dt 2

(28)

d 2 u Cr
+ u Cr = E
Lr C r
dt 2

(29)

Form (26) and (27) after derivate and substitute we obtain next equations:

d 2u
L du
LcC c
+ c
+u =0
2
dt
R dt

(30)

d 2 iL
L di
Lc C c
+ c L + iL = 0
2
R dt
dt

(31)

LrCr is a resonant circuit. Lc with capacitor Co is a resonant circuit amortized by
resistor R. Voltage uCr is positive only, because diode D1 is turning ON and in this
situation switch K can be turned ON. Discussion in this case is about value of voltage
uCr. Voltage fall to zero and in this point diode D1 turn ON, that made possible to
turn switch ON. This situation is shown in next figure. Voltage across inductance Lr is
E, that means slope current in this circuit is E/Lr.
To analyze the voltages of this circuit let us consider the switch K ON and diode D is
turned ON. Equivalent circuit is shown below
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Fig. 5: Buck resonant converter with switch K ON and diode D ON
For steady state operation at the start, the current through inductance Lr is greater than
zero. We assume no voltage drop across switch K and output voltage u is also greater
than zero. Initial condition at this state

uCr = 0 ; iLr > 0

; u>0

The differentials equations in this case are

duCr
=0
dt

diL − u
=
dt
Lc

(24)

diLr E
=
dt
Lr

(25)

du 1
u
=
(iL − ) (27)
dt Co
R

(26)

The current through inductor Lr grow linear with slope E/Lr. Also current through
diode D is decrease linear with –u / Lc factor. This phase is over after current across
diode D fall to zero.

2. Interface of buck converter simulator

The following Graphical User Interface MathLab programs have been developed for
the computational aids in resonant converter. These GUI programs with point-andclick features are designed for ease of use. These programs together with the
traditional hand-written problems can help students to develop a stronger intuition and
deeper understanding in this topic.
The
following
graphics
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window is displayed. The user can specify the plant and the values of components
functions and select permanent or steady-state analyses. All four systems of equations
are represented with different colors.

Fig. 6: GUI interface for Buck resonant converter in steady state for half
wave mode (with D1)

Fig. 7: GUI interface for Buck resonant converter in steady state for full
wave mode (without D1)
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Fig. 8: GUI interface for Buck resonant converter in transient state full
wave mode (without D1)

Fig. 9: GUI interface for Buck converter in transient state half- wave
mode (with D1)
Upon initial selection of values, the user is prompted to enter the desired values.
Among the important aspects in the steady-state analysis the variation of current,
power, losses associated with various operating conditions. In the program the
parameters of the equivalent circuit can be entered on the circuit diagram. The
program calculates the Thevenin's equivalent circuit.
Performance
characteristics are then obtained for the specified is plotted on the screen. The analysis
can be repeated for different value of components. be entered on the circuit diagram.
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Very important in practice is the above figure.this
Performance characteristics are then obtained for the specified is plotted on the screen.
The analysis can be

Fig. 10: GUI interface for Buck converter. Command caracteristic
3. CONCLUSION
A unified analysis method for families of soft-switching dc–dc converters was
developed in this paper. This leads to several advantages such as improving the
computer-aided analysis and design, simplified mathematical modeling, and gives
more insight into the converter-cell operation. The unified equations for each stages
can be easily used in the analysis of any new converter that uses the same switching
cell. This is done by finding the generalized parameters for the new converter and then
substituting in the unified equations. Hence, the decrease of the total switching loss in
the buck resonant scheme is achieved. In addition to the improvement of the switching
loss, the increase of operating duty cycle at the same low voltage conversion as the
conventional version reduces the conduction loss, as well. In this paper, the operation
principle of the converter and the parameter analysis about the efficiency and device
stress are included.
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